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Representative JoCasta Zamarripa Touts Study Showing Voter ID Laws Significantly Harm 

Latinos, Calls for Spanish-language Education Campaign  

 

Madison – The National Association of Latino Elected Officials (NALEO) recently released a study 

entitled “Latino Voters at Risk: Assessing the Impact of Restrictive Voting Changes in Election 2016.”  It 

shows that Wisconsin is one of 19 states that have enacted the most restrictive voting laws in the nation, 

and those laws will have a disproportionate negative effect on Latinos. Wisconsin’s restrictions on voter 

registration, photo identification cards required to vote and scaled-back in-person early voting times will 

impede the ability of Wisconsin’s 156,000 eligible Latino voters to exercise their right to vote. 

 

“Throughout the debate over voting restrictions here in the Capitol, I have said that these laws will make 

it harder to vote, and easier to cheat people out of their right to vote,” said Zamarripa.  “I’ve also pointed 

out that people of color are far more likely to be victims of this law.  This report reaffirms that, in the 

absence of any evidence of widespread voter fraud, these laws were partly intended to rob Latinos of their 

right to vote.” 

 

NALEO’s report points to: 

 Implementation of strict Voter ID laws, which NALEO estimates will keep 24,000 Latinos in 

Wisconsin from voting due to lack of access to identification documents. 

 The coming end to the Special Registration Deputy program, which allowed Community Based 

Organizations (CBOs) to register voters on-the-spot.  This will impact Latinos, already 

underrepresented at the polls, with only 58,700 registered out of an eligible population of 156,000. 

 The prohibition of early voting on weekends and holidays and restrictions on hours for early voting 

means the Latino population, which is largely working-class, will have far fewer opportunities outside 

of work to vote. 

 

“Combine this with the lack of effort by the state to educate Latino voters in Spanish about these 

requirements, and it’s hard not to see this as a deliberate attempt to suppress the Latino vote.  This is why 

I’m calling for immediate state funding for a Spanish-language voter education campaign, and will be 

holding a voter education event in Milwaukee to help raise awareness of this issue.” 

 

The study can be found on NALEO’s website here: http://www.naleo.org/latinovotersatrisk  
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